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A WALL STREET JOURNAL SUMMER PICK A
WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER Warrior and
writer, genius and crank, rider in the British cavalry’s
last great charge and inventor of the tank, Winston
Churchill led Britain to fight alone against Nazi
Germany in the fateful year of 1940 and set the
standard for leading a democracy at war. With
penetrating insight and vivid anecdotes, Gretchen
Rubin makes Churchill accessible and meaningful to
twenty-first-century readers by analyzing the many
contrasting views of the man: he was an alcoholic,
he was not; he was an anachronism, he was a
visionary; he was a racist, he was a humanitarian; he
was the most quotable man in the history of the
English language, he was a bore. Like no other
portrait of its famous subject, Forty Ways to Look at
Winston Churchill is a dazzling display of facts more
improbable than fiction. It brings to full realization the
depiction of a man too fabulous for any novelist to
construct, too complex for even the longest narrative
to describe, and too significant ever to be forgotten.
One of the most remarkable stories in the history of
Special Forces' operations - Daily Express In the
bleak moments after defeat on mainland Europe in
winter 1939, Winston Churchill knew that Britain had
to strike back hard. So Britain's wartime leader called
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for the lightning development of a completely new
kind of warfare, recruiting a band of eccentric freethinking warriors to become the first 'deniable' secret
operatives to strike behind enemy lines, offering
these volunteers nothing but the potential for glory
and all-but-certain death. Churchill's Secret Warriors
tells the story of the daring victories for this small
force of 'freelance pirates', undertaking devastatingly
effective missions against the Nazis, often dressed
in enemy uniforms and with enemy kit, breaking all
previously held rules of warfare. Master storyteller
Damien Lewis brings the adventures of the secret
unit to life, weaving together the stories of the
soldiers' brotherhood in this compelling narrative,
from the unit's earliest missions to the death of their
leader just weeks before the end of the war.
A dramatic evaluation of the impact of war on
Winston Churchill's leadership abilities draws on the
World War II prime minister's writings as a war
correspondent, journalist, and historian, exploring
how his early military experiences informed his
subsequent decisions and helped him protect
Europe in later conflicts.
In this fascinating and meticulously researched book,
bestselling historian Arthur Herman sheds new light
on two of the most universally recognizable icons of
the twentieth century, and reveals how their fortyyear rivalry sealed the fate of India and the British
Empire. They were born worlds apart: Winston
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Churchill to Britain’s most glamorous aristocratic
family, Mohandas Gandhi to a pious middle-class
household in a provincial town in India. Yet Arthur
Herman reveals how their lives and careers became
intertwined as the twentieth century unfolded. Both
men would go on to lead their nations through
harrowing trials and two world wars—and become
locked in a fierce contest of wills that would decide
the fate of countries, continents, and ultimately an
empire. Gandhi & Churchill reveals how both men
were more alike than different, and yet became bitter
enemies over the future of India, a land of 250
million people with 147 languages and dialects and
15 distinct religions—the jewel in the crown of
Britain’s overseas empire for 200 years. Over the
course of a long career, Churchill would do whatever
was necessary to ensure that India remain
British—including a fateful redrawing of the entire
map of the Middle East and even risking his alliance
with the United States during World War Two.
Mohandas Gandhi, by contrast, would dedicate his
life to India’s liberation, defy death and
imprisonment, and create an entirely new kind of
political movement: satyagraha, or civil
disobedience. His campaigns of nonviolence in
defiance of Churchill and the British, including his
famous Salt March, would become the blueprint not
only for the independence of India but for the civil
rights movement in the U.S. and struggles for
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freedom across the world. Now master storyteller
Arthur Herman cuts through the legends and myths
about these two powerful, charismatic figures and
reveals their flaws as well as their strengths. The
result is a sweeping epic of empire and insurrection,
war and political intrigue, with a fascinating
supporting cast, including General Kitchener,
Rabindranath Tagore, Franklin Roosevelt, Lord
Mountbatten, and Mohammed Ali Jinnah, the
founder of Pakistan. It is also a brilliant narrative
parable of two men whose great successes were
always haunted by personal failure, and whose final
moments of triumph were overshadowed by the loss
of what they held most dear.
Winston Churchill, Britain's iconic war time Prime
Minister, is inextricably linked with the victorious
British Army of 1939 to 1945. Yet hindsight,
propaganda, and the imperative of the defeat of
Hitler and Imperial Japan, have led to a tendency to
oversimplify the image of Churchill the war leader,
and 'his' Army. For whilst Churchill was undeniably a
towering statesman, his relations with both the Army
and War Office were ambiguous and altered
considerably not only with the progress of the
Second World War, but over decades. In this
comprehensive book, Stephen Bull examines every
aspect of the British Army during the Second World
War, and considers in detail the strengths and
weaknesses of an organisation that was tested to its
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limits on many fronts but made an immense
contribution to the successful Allied outcome. The
book explores the structure of military power from
the men who ran it, the Generals to the detail of the
regiments they commanded. It looks at the uniforms
the soldiers wore and the badges and insignia they
bore on their uniforms. The weaponry Churchill's
army used is discussed in detail, from small arms
including rifles, bayonets, grenades, carbines and
machine guns to the massed firepower of the artillery
along with the increasing sophistication of tanks and
other military vehicles during the period. Finally the
role of auxiliary and special forces and their
contribution to the campaign is considered. The
comprehensive text is enhanced by more than 200
contemporary photographs.
Combat, cigars, and whiskeyÑfrom the jungles of
Cuba and the mountains of the Northwest Frontier,
to the banks of the Nile and the plains of South
Africa, comes this action-packed tale of Winston
ChurchillÕs adventures as a war correspondent in
the Age of Empire.
Winston Churchill is a renowned historical figure,
whose remarkable political and military career
continues to enthral. This book consists of short,
highly readable chapters on key aspects of
Churchill's career. Written by leading experts, the
chapters draw on documents from Churchill's
extensive personal papers as well as cutting–edge
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scholarship. Ranging from Churchill's youthful
statesmanship to the period of the Cold War, the
volume considers his military strategy during both
World Wars as well as dealing with the social,
political and economic issues that helped define the
Churchillian era. Suitable for those coming to
Churchill for the first time, as well as providing new
insights for those already familiar with his life, this is
a sparkling collection of essays that provides an
enlightening history of Churchill and his era.
PREACHER + MacCALLISTER = DOUBLE THE MAYHEM
Two of the Johnstones’ most legendary heroes—the rugged
mountain man known as Preacher and the Scottish clan
rancher Jamie Ian MacCallister, here together for the first
time—are forced to choose sides in a blood-soaked battle for
the heart and soul of a nation divided . . . FRONTIER
AMERICA As the father of a young Crow tribesman, Preacher
would like nothing more than to see the long-time natives and
newly arrived settlers live together in peace. Then the killing
starts . . . As a family man and frontiersman, Jamie Ian
MacCallister is more than happy to help the officers at Fort
Kearny negotiate a peace treaty with the Crow nation. Until it
all goes to hell . . . This is not the American dream they were
looking for. This is a nightmare. A brutal, blood-drenched
frontier war that two heroic men must fight and win—or one
struggling nation will never come together. For liberty and
justice for all . . . Live Free. Read Hard.
Specters of Democracy examines how figurations of
blackness were used to illuminate the fraught relationship
between citizenship, equality, and democracy in the
antebellum U.S. Through close readings of Frederick
Douglass, William Wells Brown, Frances Ellen Watkins
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Harper, and Walt Whitman (on aurality), and Herman Melville,
William J. Wilson, and a host of genre painters (on visuality),
the book reveals how the difficult tasks of representing
African Americans-both enslaved and free-in imaginative
expression was part of a larger dilemma concerning
representative democracy itself.
How Churchill Saved Civilization resolves the lingering
mysteries surrounding the causes of the Second World War,
and what transpired during the war to bring its end result. It
proposes answers to such questions as “Why were the Allies
unprepared?”, “Why did France collapse so quickly?”, “Why
didn’t the British government accept Hitler’s peace
proposals?” and “Why did the Germans allow Hitler to obtain
life and death control over them?” But the book’s main
purpose is to provide an account of Winston Churchill’s
actions and their intended consequences – as well as some
of the unintended ones – for readers who are unlikely to read
a military history book of 800 pages. The author has pared
down the details of this at once fascinating and frightening
story to an accessible length of how the world nearly ended in
the 1940s. How Churchill Saved Civilization was written in
honor of all those who sacrificed their lives in the War, and to
caution readers that it could very easily happen again, as key
factors like complacency, ignorance, and weakness continue
to play a role in international diplomacy. Skyhorse Publishing,
as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud to publish a broad
range of books for readers interested in history--books about
World War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and his henchmen, the
JFK assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the
American Revolution, gladiators, Vikings, ancient Rome,
medieval times, the old West, and much more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller
or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors
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whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Aimed at students, scholars, collectors and dealers, this guide
to Winston Churchill's books is designed as a reference when
hunting for, or reading, Winston Churchill's books. Its purpose
is to inform people of what they are holding in their hands and
how to tell a first edition from a reprint.
The author analyzes the office of prime minister in England in
the postwar period, profiling the eleven office-holders and
discussing changes in the office.
A “truly exceptional” account of how Churchill’s experiences
in the armed forces helped him lead Britain to victory in World
War II (Booklist). No defense minister in modern times has
faced the challenges that Winston Churchill did during the
Second World War. Fortunately, he had a unique and
intimate inside knowledge of all three services, which allowed
him to assess their real needs—a crucial task when money,
material resources, and, especially, manpower were reaching
their limits. Churchill Warrior looks at how Churchill gained his
unique insight into war strategy and administration through
his experiences after joining the army in 1896, and the effect
this had on his thinking and leadership. Each period—before,
during, and after the First World War, and in the Second
World War—is divided into four parts: land, sea, and air
warfare and combined operations. The conclusion deals with
the effect of these experiences on his wartime leadership.
From a Sunday Times–bestselling author, this is a grand
narrative that begins with the Marlborough toy soldiers and
the army class at Eton, then leads us through those early
military and journalistic experiences, the fascinating trials and
lessons of the First World War, and the criticism and tenacity
culminating in the ultimate triumph of the Second. It explores
how some of Churchill’s earliest innovations were to bear
fruit decades later and how his uncompromising, uniquely
informed hands-on approach, and his absolute belief in
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combined forces in Normandy, led to a systemic victory
against the odds.
“The side that knows when to fight and when not will take the
victory. There are roadways not to be traveled, armies not to
be attacked, walled cities not to be assaulted.” —Sun-Tzu We
live in dangerous times, when a new kind of leadership is
required. Visionary and ruthlessly strategic, Warrior Politics
extracts the best of the wisdom of the ages for modern
leaders who are faced with the complex life-and-death
challenges of today’s world—and determined to win. Sun-Tzu
urges leaders to “plan and calculate like a hungry man.”
Machiavelli defines a policy not by its excellence but by its
outcome. Churchill derives his greatness from his imagination
of history. Livy shows that the vigor to face down adversaries
must ultimately come from pride in our own past
achievements. “Never mind if they call your caution timidity,
your wisdom sloth, your generosity weakness,” he writes. “It
is better that a wise enemy should fear you than that foolish
friends should praise.” “Men often oppose a thing merely
because they have no agency in planning it,” Alexander
Hamilton says, “or because it may have been planned by
those whom they dislike.” Replete with maxims, warnings,
examples from history, and shrewd recommendations,
Warrior Politics wrests from the past the lessons we need to
arm ourselves for the present. It offers an invaluable template
for any decision-maker—in foreign policy or in business—faced
with high stakes and inadequate knowledge of a mine-filled
terrain. As we gear ourselves up for a new kind of war, no
book is more prescient, more shrewd, or more essential.
From the award-winning historian, war reporter, and author
Damien Lewis (Zero Six Bravo, Judy) comes the incredible
true story of the top-secret "butcher-and-bolt" black ops units
Prime Minister Winston Churchill tasked with stopping the
unstoppable German war machine. Criminals, rogues, and
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survivalists, the brutal tactics and grit of these "deniables"
would define a military unit the likes of which the world had
never seen. When France fell to the Nazis in 1940, Churchill
declared that Britain would resist the advance of the German
army--alone if necessary. Churchill commanded the Special
Operations Executive to secretly develop of a very special
kind of military unit that would operate on their own initiative
deep behind enemy lines. The units would be licensed to kill,
fully deniable by the British government, and a ruthless force
to meet the advancing Germans. The very first of these
"butcher-and-bolt" units--the innocuously named Maid Honour
Force--was led by Gus March-Phillipps, a wild British
eccentric of high birth, and an aristocratic, handsome, and
bloodthirsty young Danish warrior, Anders Lassen. Amped up
on amphetamines, these assorted renegades and sociopaths
undertook the very first of Churchill's special operations--a topsecret, high-stakes mission to seize Nazi shipping in the fardistant port of Fernando Po, in West Africa. Though few of
these early desperadoes survived WWII, they took part in a
series of fascinating, daring missions that changed the course
of the war. It was the first stirrings of the modern special-ops
team, and all of the men involved would be declared war
heroes when it was all over. The Ministry of Ungentlemanly
Warfare focuses on a dozen of these extraordinary men,
weaving their stories of brotherhood, comradely, and elite
soldiering into a gripping narrative yarn, from the earliest
missions to Anders Larssen's tragic death, just weeks before
the end of the war.
This book explores the role of gender in influencing warfighting actors’ strategies toward the attack or protection of
civilians. Traditional narratives suggest that killing civilians
intentionally in wars happens infrequently and that the
perpetration of civilian targeting is limited to aberrant actors.
Recently, scholars have shown that both state and non-state
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actors target civilians, even while explicitly deferring to the
civilian immunity principle. This book fills a gap in the
accounts of how civilian targeting happens and shows that
these actors are in large part targeting women rather than
some gender-neutral understanding of civilians. It presents a
history of civilian victimization in wars and conflicts and then
lays out a feminist theoretical approach to understanding
civilian victimization. It explores the British Blockade of
Germany in World War I, the Soviet ‘Rape of Berlin’ in World
War II, the Rwandan genocide, and the contemporary conflict
in northeast Nigeria. Across these case studies, the authors
lay out that gender is key to how war-fighting actors
understand both themselves and their opponents and
therefore plays a role in shaping strategic and tactical
choices. It makes the argument that seeing women in
nationalist and war narratives is crucial to understanding
when and how civilians come to be targeted in wars, and how
that targeting can be reduced. This book will be of much
interest to students of critical security, gender studies, war
studies, and International Relations in general.
Churchill The Young WarriorHow He Helped Win the First
World WarSimon and Schuster
Written in the tradition of Stefan Zweig’s biographical studies,
Haffner’s Churchill is a concise, effective, warts-and-all
analysis of one of the giants of the twentieth century.
Beginning with a brief history of the Churchill family, Haffner
examines the future Prime Minister’s childhood; his early
failures in school and in politics; his indomitable energy and
drive; how he managed to become an inspirational figure to
anti-Nazis all over the world; and how he managed to seize
success from the jaws of defeat over and over again.
Compact, elegant and incisive, this is the one book about
Churchill that is a must-read. “One of the most brilliant things
of any length written about Churchill.” — The Times Literary
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Supplement “Fast-moving and perceptive.” — The (London)
Times “A wonderful portrait of Churchill.” — Die Zeit “A
ravishing biography.” — Der Spiegel “[A] fascinating
psychological study of Britain’s greatest war leader... a
pleasure to put on your bookshelf” — Tribune “His Meaning of
Hitler published in 1978 remains a masterpiece of
historiography. His Churchill biography gives the first
indication of his great talent for brief, wonderfully graphic
insights.” — Süddeutsche Zeitung “Of all [Haffner’s] books,
this is the one that stays in my memory.” — Marcel ReichRanicki “[Haffner] was an ‘admirer of great men’ and among
all the biographies of Winston Churchill his brief sketch of the
man who ‘risked Britain in order to defeat Hitler’ is a model
of historically empathetic veneration.” — Joachim Fest
“Astute, short, analytical, like all Haffner’s work. Cuts away
anything that is not bare essential, what remains stays with
you for a lifetime.” — J. AB Sennef, Quora “What
distinguishes this brilliant biography is its partisanship. It does
not list facts in order and evaluate them. Every sentence is
witness to the fact that the biographer loves this man with all
his failings.” — Wolfgang Franssen, Belletristik Couch “A
jewel. Haffner lived through the decisive years in Britain and
gives a convincing description the fragile atmosphere in which
Churchill fought his battles.” — Tarzan von Aquin “[Haffner
was] one of the great historians and journalists of the last
century.” —Andrew Roberts
Although Churchill is a 1953 Nobel laureate in literature, his
famous speeches have overshadowed his other writing.
Winston Churchill's Imagination concentrates on key works in
modes other than political rhetoric to show how Churchill
engages readers with those words and ideas that are
hallmarks of his imagination. Chapters take up his literary
relationship with Lawrence of Arabia; Churchill's intense but
little-known involvement with cinema in an essay on Charlie
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Chaplin and as a script writer and consultant in the 1930s for
Alexander Korda's film studio; Churchill's evocation of
paintings as templates for narrative in his first history and in
his only novel; his imaginative engagement with science and
science fiction; the depiction of time, duration, and alternative
history in his biography of Marlborough; and Churchill's last
testament in the realm of imagination, The Dream.
A thrilling narrative of Winston Churchill's extraordinary and
little-known exploits during the Boer War. Churchill arrived in
South Africa in 1899, valet and crates of vintage wine in tow,
there to cover the brutal colonial war the British were fighting
with Boer rebels. But just two weeks after his arrival Churchill
was taken prisoner ... The story of his escape is incredible
enough, but then Churchill enlisted, returned to South Africa,
fought in several battles, and ultimately liberated the men with
whom he had been imprisoned. Hero of Empire is more than
an adventure story, for the lessons Churchill took from the
Boer War would profoundly affect twentieth-century history.
As riveting as the man it portrays, Warlord is a masterful,
unsparing portrait of Winston Churchill, one of history’s most
fascinating and influential leaders. Carlo D’Este’s definitive
chronicle of Churchill’s crucial role in the major military
campaigns of the 20th century, Warlord uses extensive,
untapped archival materials to provide “a very human look at
Churchill’s lifelong fascination with soldiering, war, and
command.” (Washington Post)
In this detailed analysis of political events during the early
1950s, John Young examines Churchill's vain search for a
summit with Soviet leaders, and the divisions this caused
within the British government and the Western Alliance
From the award-winning historian, war reporter, and author
Damien Lewis (Zero Six Bravo, Judy) comes the incredible
true story of the top-secret "butcher-and-bolt" black ops units
Prime Minister Winston Churchill assigned the task of
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stopping the unstoppable German war machine. Criminals,
rogues, and survivalists, the brutal tactics and grit of these
"deniables" would define a military unit the likes of which the
world had never seen. When France fell to the Nazis in spring
1940, Churchill declared that Britain would resist the advance
of the German army--alone if necessary. Churchill
commanded the Special Operations Executive to secretly
develop of a very special kind of military unit that would
operate on their own initiative deep behind enemy lines. The
units would be licensed to kill, fully deniable by the British
government, and a ruthless force to meet the advancing
Germans. The very first of these "butcher-and-bolt" units--the
innocuously named Maid Honour Force--was led by Gus
March-Phillipps, a wild British eccentric of high birth, and an
aristocratic, handsome, and bloodthirsty young Danish
warrior, Anders Lassen. Amped up on amphetamines, these
assorted renegades and sociopaths undertook the very first
of Churchill's special operations--a top-secret, high-stakes
mission to seize Nazi shipping in the far-distant port of
Fernando Po, in West Africa. Though few of these early
desperadoes survived WWII, they took part in a series of
fascinating, daring missions that changed the course of the
war. It was the first stirrings of the modern special-ops team,
and all of the men involved would be declared war heroes
when it was all over. The Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare
focuses on a dozen of these extraordinary men, weaving their
stories of brotherhood, comradely, and elite soldiering into a
gripping narrative yarn, from the earliest missions to Anders
Lassen's tragic death, just weeks before the end of the war.
Six gentlemen, one goal: the destruction of Hitler's war
machine In the spring of 1939, a top-secret organization was
founded in London: its purpose was to plot the destruction of
Hitler's war machine through spectacular acts of sabotage.
The guerrilla campaign that followed was every bit as
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extraordinary as the six men who directed it. One of them,
Cecil Clarke, was a maverick engineer who had spent the
1930s inventing futuristic caravans. Now, his talents were put
to more devious use: he built the dirty bomb used to
assassinate Hitler's favorite, Reinhard Heydrich. Another,
William Fairbairn, was a portly pensioner with an unusual
passion: he was the world's leading expert in silent killing,
hired to train the guerrillas being parachuted behind enemy
lines. Led by dapper Scotsman Colin Gubbins, these
men—along with three others—formed a secret inner circle that,
aided by a group of formidable ladies, single-handedly
changed the course Second World War: a cohort hand-picked
by Winston Churchill, whom he called his Ministry of
Ungentlemanly Warfare. Giles Milton's Churchill's Ministry of
Ungentlemanly Warfare is a gripping and vivid narrative of
adventure and derring-do that is also, perhaps, the last great
untold story of the Second World War.
From Young Braves to Mighty Warriors is my best recollection
and story of how we, as a community, a school, and a group
of determined and dedicated young men, overcame
incredible obstacles and challenges to build a powerful
football program that won the Group A Virginia High School
League State Championship in 1970 and four consecutive
Region C championships in the six short years that I had the
privilege of serving as head football coach. This book is also
a tribute to the mental toughness and dedication to a
common cause of hundreds of young men who proudly wore
the orange-and-black for the Chilhowie Warriors from 1966 to
1973.
Abraham Lincoln and Franklin D. Roosevelt are widely
considered the two greatest presidents of the past two
centuries. How did these two very different men rise to power,
run their administrations, and achieve greatness? How did
they set their policies, rally public opinion, and transform the
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nation? Were they ultimately more different or alike? This
anthology compares these two presidents and presidencies,
examining their legacies, leadership styles, and places in
history.
Churchill is today remembered as a great leader, a war hero,
a literary heavyweight and a renowned wit. This incarnation of
Churchill is the latest in a long-evolving identity, which at
various times has sustained his power, enhanced his
popularity and enabled him to personify aspects of British
national identity. Indeed Churchill was more aware than most
of the performative power of his public life. He lived in an age
of the illustrated mass-produced newspaper, with its cartoons
and 'Kodak-snappers'. He was well-known for his readiness
to appear in uniform for photo opportunities during the
Second World War and he not only wrote about the art of
political caricature, but collected cartoons of himself, his allies
and opponents. In this heavily-illustrated book, Jonathan
Black considers the changing image of Churchill in visual art,
from cartoons and paintings to photographs and sculptures.
He asks how and why his image developed right up to the
present day and examines the extent to which Churchill was
complicit in its production.
More than two decades before the infamous Soviet mole Kim
Philby and the other defectors known as "The Cambridge
Five" infiltrated Britain's Foreign Office, MI5 and MI6, a
22-year-old immigrant from Tsarist Russia was hired by
Britain's infant Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) and given the
cover name of Sidney Reilly. He helped to shape it into the
most effective national security bureaus in the world when it
became known as MI5, and MI6 counterintelligence.In the
end, he disappeared in the Soviet Union, was imprisoned,
then help Stalin beat back the Nazi invasion and, after the
USSR disintegrated moved to Israel and joined the Mossad.
Or, did he?
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Were World Wars I and II inevitable? Were they
necessary wars? Or were they products of
calamitous failures of judgment? In this monumental
and provocative history, Patrick Buchanan makes
the case that, if not for the blunders of British
statesmen– Winston Churchill first among them–the
horrors of two world wars and the Holocaust might
have been avoided and the British Empire might
never have collapsed into ruins. Half a century of
murderous oppression of scores of millions under
the iron boot of Communist tyranny might never
have happened, and Europe’s central role in world
affairs might have been sustained for many
generations. Among the British and Churchillian
errors were: • The secret decision of a tiny cabal in
the inner Cabinet in 1906 to take Britain straight to
war against Germany, should she invade France •
The vengeful Treaty of Versailles that mutilated
Germany, leaving her bitter, betrayed, and receptive
to the appeal of Adolf Hitler • Britain’s capitulation,
at Churchill’s urging, to American pressure to sever
the Anglo-Japanese alliance, insulting and isolating
Japan, pushing her onto the path of militarism and
conquest • The greatest mistake in British history:
the unsolicited war guarantee to Poland of March
1939, ensuring the Second World War Certain to
create controversy and spirited argument, Churchill,
Hitler, and “the Unnecessary War” is a grand and
bold insight into the historic failures of judgment that
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ended centuries of European rule and guaranteed a
future no one who lived in that vanished world could
ever have envisioned.
A unique biography that explores how Churchill
viewed, pursued, and used power, by the awardwinning author of Napoleon and the Art of
Diplomacy. Many indeed, are the biographies of
Winston Churchill, one of the most influential figures
of the twentieth century. But what was that influence
and how did he use it in the furtherance of his and
his country’s ambitions? For the first time, Professor
William Nestor has delved into the life and actions of
Churchill to examine just how skillfully he
manipulated events to place him in positions of
power. His thirst for power stirred political
controversy wherever he intruded. Those who had to
deal directly with him either loved or hated him. His
enemies condemned him for being an egoist,
publicity hound, double-dealer, and Machiavellian,
accusations that his friends and even he himself
could not deny. He could only serve Britain as a
statesman and a reformer because he was a wily
politician who won sixteen of twenty-one elections
that he contested between 1899 and 1955. The
House of Commons was Churchill’s political temple,
where he exalted in the speeches and harangues on
the floor and the backroom horse-trading and
camaraderie. Most of his life he was a Cassandra,
warning against the threats of Communism, Nazism,
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and nuclear Armageddon. With his ability to think
beyond mental boxes and connect far-flung dots, he
clearly foretold events to which virtually everyone
else was oblivious. Yet he was certainly not always
right and was at times spectacularly wrong. This is
the first book that explores how Churchill understood
and asserted the art of power, mostly through
hundreds of his own insights expressed through his
speeches and writings.
An account of the World War II Prime Minister's early
career includes coverage of his contributions to
building a modern navy, his experimentations with
radical social reforms and his lesser-known romantic
pursuits. By the author of the Pulitzer Prize finalist,
Orwell.
This is the intriguing chronicle of Winston Churchill’s
early years as a young soldier fighting in several
different types of wars—on horseback in the cavalry
at Khartoum, with saber and lance against the
Dervishes at age twenty-two, in the South African
war against the Boers, and finally in the First World
War after he resigned as First Lord of the Admiralty,
to volunteer to lead a Scottish brigade in the
trenches of the Western Front, as LieutenantColonel. The book also covers the failure,
bloodshed, and disgrace of Gallipoli that was blamed
on him, which could have led to his downfall, as well
as the formative relationships he had with the two
important women in his young life — his mother,
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Jennie, who was an eighteen-year-old woman when
she married an English aristocrat, and Churchill’s
young wife, Clementine. How did the events of his
early life shape his subsequent life and career,
making him the leader he would become? What is
the mystery behind how World War I erupted, and
what role did Churchill play to end it? Most readers
are aware of Churchill’s leadership in World War
Two, but are unaware of his contributions and
experiences in World War One. Through engaging
narrative non-fiction, this book paints a startlingly
different picture of Winston Churchill — not the portly,
conservative politician who led the UK during World
War II, but rather the capable young man in his 20s
and 30s, who thought of himself as a soldier saving
Britain from defeat. Gaining experience in battle and
developing a killer instinct and a mature worldview
would serve him well as the leader of the free world.
Although remembered and even lauded in the public
mind as the British prime minister during the Second
World War who played a major role in Allied victory
over the Axis Powers and Japan, Winston Churchill
had a life and political career before 1939
conditioned by fighting other wars and, in peacetime,
thinking about war. While historians debate his
achievements and failures between 1939 and 1945,
a less explored dimension is Churchill’s earlier
connexion with war and warfare. This book explores
Churchill’s earlier experience in fighting wars as a
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soldier and politician.
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